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Genpact LoanIQ Centre of Excellence 
dramatically reduces costs and time 
to market for LoanIQ Upgrades

GENERATING CAPITAL MARKETS IMPACT

Solution
Overview

DESIGN • TRANSFORM • RUN

A loan IQ upgrade enables banks to stay compliant to recent regulation such 
as the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA). Upgrading to LoanIQ 
version 7 can be made easy with the right implementation partner. Genpact’s 
methodology guarantees timeliness and cost control. We have the skills, the 
experience and a track record of upgrading for a fixed price with a tight timeline.
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The Loan IQ upgrade enables banks to keep in step 
with competitors while also staying current with 
recent regulations like the FATCA and changes in 
withholding tax. With real-time risk management and 
improved pre-trade risk controls, the landscape of risk 
management for exchanges and intermediaries  
will be improved.

The challenges of upgrading  
Loan IQ

Remaining on a legacy version of Loan IQ is simply not 
an option—not only would this compromise a bank’s 
ability to compete in the market, but after October 
2016, version 6.x will no longer be supported, and 
functionality enhancements will not be offered. At the 
same time, upgrading is a complicated process and 
the challenges that banks face are:

• Loan IQ version 7 is a complete rewrite, requiring 
a total overhaul of a bank’s existing infrastructure, 
which can be a costly, time-consuming, and 
resource-intensive process

• Upgrading affects all aspects of a financial 
services business, and the time spent in upgrading 
can have an adverse impact on core business 
revenue and the ability to counter falling margins 
and rationalize costs

Upgrading Loan IQ successfully requires an 
implementation partner with the experience and 
competency to understand all aspects of the 
application and the upgrading methodology.

The Genpact approach

Genpact’s Loan IQ center of excellence (CoE) provides 
fixed-price Loan IQ upgrade service in as little as 17* 
weeks. With a credible track record of executing on 
time and within budget, Genpact’s expertise spans the 
entire project lifecycle, from design study to impact 
analysis and integration of satellite systems.

• Strong domain expertise in end-to-end  
testing of the complete loan lifecycle, including 
functional and regression testing, using  
Genpact’s proprietary automated testing  
and reconciliation tools

• More than 250 fully documented, reusable  
test scenarios

• Deep knowledge in all aspects of lending 
operations, from high-volume commercial lending 
through bilateral and complex syndicated lending 
and loan trading

• In-house strategic configuration management and 
quality assurance (QA) automation tools

• Loan IQ engagements across geographies 
focusing on full lifecycle services, including 
implementation, production support, version 
upgrade, migration, maintenance, and QA

• Subject matter experts (SME) experienced with 
competitive products, including FIS Advanced 
Commercial Banking System (ACBS), Automated 
Financial Systems (AFS), Metavante, and coBIS

Genpact’s Loan IQ CoE currently has 50 experienced 
and trained specialists working out of India, the 
US, and Europe. This dedicated resource pool 
provides 360-degree services, from advisory and 
implementation to support on the Loan IQ platform.

The Genpact solution

The Genpact team takes ownership of all interaction 
with the Misys team for patch-and-fix releases and 
other platform engineering advisory services.

Service & engagement models

Genpact operates a global delivery model that is  
cost-effective, scalable, and efficient. We offer our 
global customers:
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Loan IQ CoE: Services offered

Advisory services

Technology and process re-engineering advisory, 
leveraging our collective expertise on platforms, 
including all upstream and downstream  
integrated platforms, and industry domain  
subject matter experts

Technology services

Technology, quality assurance, process redesign 
and implementation services leveraging reusable 
IPs based on platform and industry best practices, 
executed under a defined scope of work on fixed or 
variable cost models 

Managed services

Service level agreement (SLA) driven comprehensive 
L1, L2 and L3 support, user and batch support with a 
tools-driven support model and enhancements and 

Genpact CoE delivery:  
Value proposition
• Re-usable frameworks, artifacts, and pre-built  
 components for improved time to market

• Delivery best practices and guidelines

• Onsite/offshore delivery model for scalability  
 and cost advantage

• Agile and readily available teams within a   
 dedicated CoE

• Best talent in the industry with substantial   
 operational and support expertise in commercial  
 lending and loan originations

• Fixed-price contract for as little as 17* weeks

maintenance for front and back office using defined 
best practices  
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About Genpact
Genpact (NYSE: G) stands for “generating business impact.” We architect the Lean DigitalSM enterprise through a unique approach based 
on our patented Smart Enterprise Processes (SEPSM) framework that reimagines our clients’ middle and back offices to generate growth, cost 
efficiency, and business agility. Our hundreds of long-term clients include more than one-fourth of the Fortune Global 500. We have grown 
to over 70,000 people in 25 countries, with key management and a corporate office in New York City. We believe we are able to generate 
impact quickly and power Intelligent OperationsSM for our clients because of our business domain expertise and experience running complex 
operations, driving our unbiased focus on what works and making technology-enabled transformation sustainable. Behind our passion for 
technology, process, and operational excellence is the heritage of a former General Electric division that has served GE businesses since 1998.

For additional information, contact, capitalmarkets@genpact.com and visit, http://www.genpact.com/home/industries/capital-markets/
capital-markets-platforms 

Follow Genpact on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube.
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*Subject to client’s business landscape and requirements

A Tier 1 investment bank needed to make a time- 
and cost-critical Loan IQ upgrade to enable lending 
operations capability and scalability. 

Genpact deployed its global support team across the 
US, UK, and India to document and enhance over 220 
in-house regression test scenarios, automate manual 
regression test scenarios using Test Complete, and 
develop over 30 BAU Loan IQ reports in just 22 weeks.

Impact

The bank benefited from considerable reductions 
in costs and time-to-delivery of patch testing and 
release upgrades, and was freed from time-consuming 
regression and functional validation. 

Users received accurate, fully tested reports in a 
timely manner.

Impact Genpact Loan IQ CoE  
has delivered

• Loan IQ upgrade costs reduced by up to 40%

• Time to market reduced by up to 75%

• Re-usable, fully documented test repository for 
future upgrades

• Automated test tool to reduce operations’  
future involvement in patch testing by  
up to 100%

Business impact delivered
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